
The Practice Revolution 
Philip Johnston wrote this terrific book on practice with lots of great ideas you can do at home to 
energize your own practice.  We will use some of his ideas this year to get more mileage out of 
your practice time. 
. 

Suggestions for Learning a New Piece 
 
Divide your piece into bite size sections and label each section alphabetically. 
Look for patterns and repeating sections. 
 

The Level System 
 
Pick a section and begin.  In pencil, write the level numbers you complete in a row 
beside the section letter.  Example: A 1234   B 12 
 
Level 
Number 

Requirements for the section to attain this level 

1 Tap or clap the rhythm while counting out loud. 
Write in counts if needed.  
If rhythm is tricky, do hands separately and then together. 

2 RH only with correct notes, fingering and rhythm. (any speed) 
 

3 LH only with correct notes, fingering and rhythm (any speed) 
 

4 HT with correct notes and fingering (any speed) stopping if needed. 
5 HT with correct notes, fingering and rhythm (any speed) no 

hesitations 
6 HT with correct notes, fingering, phrasing and rhythm (any speed) 

no hesitations 
7 HT with correct notes, fingering, phrasing, dynamics and rhythm 

(any speed) no hesitations 
8 HT with correct notes, fingering, phrasing, dynamics and rhythm at 

a musical tempo with no hesitations 
 
Tabletop Challenge: Study the music away from your instrument.  Try to play it on 
a tabletop when you are ready and then return to the instrument. 
 
Listen to recordings of your piece.  There are many videos on You Tube of pieces 
you may be learning.  If you cannot find one, I will be happy to record one for you. 
 



Making Your Piece Reliable 
 

Once you “are no longer surprised by the information in the score,”  
you can use these techniques to prepare for a performance. 

 
Pressure Games 

 
You have to complete the game before you can stop practicing.  How long that 
takes is up to you.  These games help you to focus and avoid mistakes.  
 
The Seven Stages of Misery 
You can make your own game board or just fold a piece of paper into 8 sections 
and move a token or a penny.  Pick a section to play the game and play it through.  
If you play the section correctly, you move forward one space.  If anything goes 
wrong, no matter how small, you move back one space.  You can call a Time Out 
to work on a particular tricky spot and then resume the game. 
 
The Great Race 
You have an opponent, but the opponent can be imaginary.  The game is 30 points.  
You roll a dice or the dice can be imaginary!  Play the section.  If you play with no 
errors, you get the points.  If you play an error, your opponent gets the points. 
A variation on this game is to make the first roll a one and the second roll a 2, etc. 
so you have more to lose the longer you play. 
 
The Leger System 
You have two columns.  One column is for checks and one for X’s.  Pretend you 
are playing for an invisible music teacher who is keeping score. The student plays 
until they have 6 more correct marks than incorrect marks.  This can mean you 
play the section as few as 6 times or many, many times if you play too fast or 
carelessly. 
 
The Lap 
Start on any random measure in your piece. Play to the end and start over until you 
return to that first measure.  Stop and mark any mistakes you made and make some 
repairs.  Play again without making those same mistakes or you have to make 
another lap around the piece. 
 
 
 


